Streamlining Communication

We have heard your concerns about the volume of email sent to county emergency managers. In an effort to keep your email inboxes more clear, IDHS will be posting more information to the Emergency Management page of the IDHS website, and sending an "EMA Roundup" to keep you up-to-date.

New Surveys Posted

Two surveys have been posted to the Emergency Management page

- **2019 Emergency Management CPG 101 and NIMS Survey** - Information within this survey is required. **Survey responses are due by November 30.**
- **NIMS Resource Types** - Information within this survey has been requested to assist the State Qualification Review Committee with NIMS typed resources across the state. **Survey responses are requested by October 31.**

Grant Deadline Update

IntelliGrants has been experiencing technical difficulties this week. Therefore IDHS is extending the **due date for HMEP and EMPG Competitive to Wednesday, October 16 by 5 p.m. EDT.**

Upcoming Deadlines

October

- 15 - Grant quarterly reports due in iGMS
- 15 - FFY18 SHSP final expenditures and final report due in iGMS
- 16 - FFY19 EMPG competitive/FFY20 HMEP applications due in IntelliGrants by 5 p.m. EDT
- 17 - LEPC plan or plan updates must be submitted
- 25 - FFY19 EMPG salary applications due in IntelliGrants by 5 p.m. EDT
- 31 - Weather radio distribution reports due to pio@dhs.in.gov
- 31 - NIMS Resource Types survey response requested
- 31 - Grant funded asset inventory due in iGMS

**November**

- 15 - Stakeholder Preparedness Review (SPR) due
- 15 - FFY18 EMPG/FFY19 HMEP final expenditures and final reports due in iGMS
- 15 - THIRA due (all 32 core capabilities)
- 30 - 2019 Emergency Management CPG 101 and NIMS Survey due
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